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cally lInd environmentally lIeceplable pmdllcl,~,
As the market for sustainllble (or 'green') food lheresponses from companies through IlIJW II
expanded worldwide in the 1990s, supennarkets products and new information and markctinll
took up dominant roles as channels for its com- approaches, to environmental economists lIud I
mercialization. Alternative natural food and gro· marketing specialists.
cery stores and fanners' markets were forced to 'rhis chapter aims lit filling this omission amJ •
assume a secondary role. Countries where most contributing to the anlllysis of the roles plnycd b)' .c'
organic products are sold via supennarket chains supermarkets from the perspective of sustainabllily •.
tend to be the countries where the organic market transitions in the food sector. We use thu
shares arc the highest as well (Willer and Yussefi, plural to refer to transitions as we consider these II'
2004). And although the organic food movement not being one essential trajectory, because the possl. .
in Europe dates back more than fifty years, it is bilities for new developments are open lint! •
only since the 1990s that organic foods arc achiev- involve a complex set of issues, especially when .
ing mainstream status largely through these super- levels beyond the individual nation-state or rClllon •
market sales (Van der Grijp and den Hond, 1999). within the global network society are included,

Supennarket retailers thus have become key We start by introducing a theoretical and disclpll· 1
players and ~heir strategi. es and ~oals c.an ~e said .. nary outlOO..k for unde~s~anding the emergi.ng soel.. ." ...~
to be of cruGial-an4-e¥en-fuFtheHR£reaslng·}ffipor---".·elakrefld:Mn ..tfle.~r1lfiSthens--tl'7Wllfds-sus!fttnllbllltr _ ••
tance with respect to the future provisioning of in food provision and in particular the roles of
green food products worldwide. But, although consumers and retailers therein. We will charae •
supennarkets are playing ca.growing 'role;n"our terize the sustainable food consumer and add rour
daily lives as consumers, academic research on its story lines to show some of the complcxltlel
social, economic and political implications are invplved in this. A review of concrete p~ovidcr and
still incipient. Environmental and rural sociology. consumer strategies is presented that wIll allow UI
as Marsden ef al. (2000) observed, have left to start developing an analysis of social practical
important issues such as analyzing new trends in at the shopping floor of retail outlets. We concludu
food provisioning, including the relationship by :presenting a first outline of a research agendA

Shopping for Green Food in
Globalizing Supermarkets:

Sustainability at the
Consumption Junction
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and Gert Spaargaren
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on supermarkets a~eonsumptionjunctions that are
of crucial importance for the future greening of
food consumption in global modernity.

CONCEPTUAL TOOLS FOR
UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER
BEHAVIOR '

What exactly signifies the growing role of retailers
in the provision of sustainable fOod? In answering
this question we look atthe theory of ecological
modernization. This theory has !)een developed in
the 1980s to make sense of the processes of envi-
ronmental change emerging in 'modern industrial
(mostly OECD) societies from the 1970s
onwards. Among the core tenet~ of this theory is
the claim that there are - within industrial produc-
tion and consumption systems - emerging sets of
criteria to be used by actors within these systems
to assess and judge the environmental perform-
ance of products, technologies and processes. The
ecological performance becomes part of the
game, next to and parallel to economic perform-
ance indicators. By taking on board criteria for
ecologically rational production and consumption,
actors become involved in the further moderniza-
tion of the organization of production and
consumption from an environmental point of
view. Because of their central position, economic
or market actors such as producers, retailers and
consumers are assigned important roles in this
modernization process. From the mid-1980s
onward, governments and environmental NGOs
are pressurizing, facilitating and regulating these
key economic actors on the basis of horizontal
governance networks, applying policies and
(economic, voluntary) instruments which are
attuned to their needs and possibilities (Mol and
Sonnenfeld, 2000).

While ecological modernization theory has
been developed originally to analyze changes in
production processes and providers' strategies at
the up-stream ends of production-<:onsumption
chains, from the mid 1990s onwards the theory
has also been applied to consumer behavior at the
bottom end, of production-<:onsumption chains
(Spaargaren, 2003). In its application to the sphere
of consumption, the theory had to be comple-
mente~ and adapted in some specific ways, since

-----~th,mnumrtmes governing everyday life and con-
sumption are different from the rationalities dom-
inant in the production sphere. The criteria for
ecologically rational consumption behavior are to
be embedded in the life-world rationalities which
shape daily routines. This asks for a 'translation'
of many of the technical goals and regulatory
schemes used in the expert systems involved in
environmental policy making. In order for people

to 'recognize and understand'the kind ofbehavi
~nvo~vedin sustaina~il.ity, transitions, a series:
envlfonmental h~unslics needs ~o be developed-". _

at the level of ordinary, everyday life eonsumpti ,. '.-
routines like sho~ping for food, traveling froC: - ~--
home to work, gOing for a weekend holiday, etc.
(Spaargaren and Martens, 2005). Such environ_
mental. heuristics fac~litate two processes at the
same tlll~e.~~y proVide a definition or indication
of sustalnabllity goals to be realized in these ,'._
specific consumption domains and they'pres~nt --~ ..-'-~
an action ,frame or action perspective which------
people themselves can apply in the specific __ ~:_:_:
cont~x.t concerned, contributing to sustainability --
transitions.

In the case of retail shopping for sustainable- -- - :
food, these heuristics can take different -fonns
ranging from devices for sustainable packaging of
products to reading authorized and controlled - __
labeling schemes attached to sustainable products
or the use of special discount and saving syste~ __ :.c~_
bringing together groups of more sustainable - -
products and services. What kind of heuristics (to -------- "
be understood as short-hand versions of the 'story
lines' as they figure in discourse theory) will
become the dominant ones in specific situations
and societies depends very much on the actors
involved in their construction and cannot be ana~
Iyzed without taking into account the power rela-
tions between the central actors in the provision
system on the one hand and groups of citizen:
consumers with specific lifestyles and CCC
demands on the other. I

The retail outlet is an appropriate setting to
study the (re)construction and change of the sets
of heuristics used for the sustainability transitions
in the food sector. The retail outiet is the proper
unit of analysis since it functions as the 'locale for
interaction' between providers and consumers.
The retail outlet, in the words of Schwartz-Cowan
(1987), is an example of the consumption junction
as the meeting point of system- and life-world
rationalities. The consumption junction as 'locale'
is not just functioning as a physical setting for
interaction but is also constitutive for this interac-
tion in the first place (Goffman, 1963; Giddens,
1984). By approaching shopping practices as they
occur in the retail outlet as consumption junction,
it becomes possible to combine actor-oriented and
social-struclJlral analyses in studying tbe greening
of food production and consumption.

During the 1970s and 1980s, many attempts
have been made in social theory to confront thc-~-'-:,-,'f'-
separation between micro and macro
(cr. Bourdieu, 1977; Giddens,
structurationist approach argued
ship between social action and social strUcture
should be studied at the level of social practices. -
Using a series of ncw and rcdefincd concepts

researchers could study long-term changes in
institutions without losing sight of the human-
made character of social structures, and investi-
gate interests, motives and lifestyles of individual
human beings not in 'isolation' but in their situ-
ated 'contextness' of social structures. The notion
of 'duality of structurc,' as introduced by Giddens,
has gained wide acceptance in sociology and other
social sciences as a key concept and a vehicle for
bridging the gap between micro and macro studies.
Although welcomed by many as an..elegant con-
ceptual framework, structuration theori.es are nev-
ertheless criticized for the lack of. empirical
research showing the fruitfulness of their conc,ep-
tual apparatus. If applied in research, so it is spg-
aested implicitly or explicitly by many critics, this
framework will turn out to be overly actor-centered
and voluntaristic and therefore unable to deal
adequately with the long-term structural chan'ges
taking place in glohalizing modernity (An;her,
1982; Stones, 2005). -'

In the field of consumption research, the divi-
sion between micro and macro studies has taken
its own, specific form in the distribution of rosks
between micro-economic and social-pSYchological
models on the one hand and strUctural approaches
in transition studies and sociological ,studies' on
'systems of provision' on the other. Consumer
research networks in the UK (Southerton et a/.,
2003) and in the Nordic countries (Bostrom et a/.,
2005) have done path-breaking work to bridge this
gap, giving some examples of the heuristical qual-
ity of structuration theory for empirical research.
Those networks study mundane technologies and
behaviors from a contextual perspective, looking
at the different ways in which the minutiae of
everyday life (using the fridge or the stove, cooking
and lighting practices) connect 10 long-term (tech-
nological) changes in the systems of provision.
Substantial contributions to consumption research
have also been made by putting forward the notion
of 'political consumerism' to analyze the new
(sub- and trans-national) political frameworks
for 'individual' commitment to sustainable con-
sumption patterns in globalizing modernity
(Micheletti,2003).

There is a trend both in academic and market
research to classify people consuming sustainable
(and particularly organic) food as one lInifoml
segment of the population. Essentially these views
are based on the belief that when people behave
similarly this should be explained through a corre-
spondence in their attitude, or that consuming par-
ticular products requires the presence of similar
socio-cconomic or cultural traits. Richter (2002)

pointed at the continuous gap between consumers'
responses in researcl) and their real life practices.
Thus, data projected:from those studies can indi-
cate higher demand rates than the ones that would
be obtained considering actual consumption prac-
tices. i Searching for ,more complex characteriza-
tionsabout who are .the organic food consumcrs,
several marketing studies, undertaken by interna-
tional consultancy companies, do not exhibit this
problem. These recent studies are progressively
replacing the 'rational information processor con-
sumer model' by new non-positivist perspectives,
where the symbolism involved in the act of con-
suming is taken into account and analyzed
through ethnographic and qualitative research
(Murcott, 1999).

Spaargaren (2003) agrees with critics on the
need, to improve the analytical perspective cur-
rently prevailing in consumption research. The
current social-psychological models use individual
attitudes to predict concrete and future behavior
employing, for example, several fixed indicators
to identify environmental awareness. As an alter-
native for the individualist approaches, the social
practices' model is offered. In this sociological
model social structures are not considered as
external variables, but are taken as crucial for the
analysis of consumption behavior. Instead of
taking the individual and hislher attitudes as cen-
tral to understand a certain aspect of hislher con-
sumption practices, the social practices' model
highlights thc actual consumption practices,
located in the space and time shared by the indi-
vidual and other social actors. And, instead of
focusing on isolated aspects of behavior, the
model aims at establishing the way in which a
group of social actors relate to the many everyday
practices in order to reduce environmental
impacts. Whether or not citizen-consumers actu-
ally engage with sustainability transitions in the
food sector depends on many different, factors,
some of which are easier to detect and analyze
than others.

Individual consumer choices should thus be
approached as part of a wider context (Belk, 1995)
and changes in consumer behavior should there-
fore not only be related to psychological (attitudi-
nal) mechanisms, but also to wider changes in
society. Macnaghtcn (2003) identificd three
dimensiunsirrsocietahransitiorrproccsseSlOward,--------:
sustainable consumption. The first process relates 1\

to transformations in the production sphere :!

and the retailing sector. The second one concerns
macro-social developments, such as demographic
changes, and the third refers to changes in the
form and content of social practices. These
processes, according to Macnaghten, must be
understood in a framework that interprets con-
sumption as practical, stratified and relational.



Thus, consumption of sustainable food products
in supermarkets should not'. be detached from
transformations in these thrl'e diff~rent dimen-
sions. Our interest is to understand th~ supermarket
orientation to the sustainable food 'products on
offer and the strategies provosed Ipr the retail
sector, as part of a complex and dynamic process.
This process captures and stimulates transforma-
tions in the consumers' food Choices, which does
not necessarily imply coherent social practices,
making it possible to oppose the sustainable and
the non-sustainable food consumer. Lifestyles and
social practices are like twin social concepts:
'Each individual's lifestyle is built using a series
of blocks corresponding to a set of social practices
that individuals evoke in their routine'
(Spaargaren, 2003, p. 689). This definition aQTees
with the one presented by Giddens (1991), to
whom lifestyle is a set of social practices assumed
by an individual, together with the narrative
regarding self-identity which follows it.

Do food consumption practices constitute a par-
ticular category in the wider field of consumption
behavior? According to Halkier (2001), yes, since
food is literally incorporated into the body, or pur-
posefully kept out of it. It is a daily experience
that cannot simply be compared with consumption
of other goods and is a necessary ingredient of all
peoples' everyday life. One characteristic of these
consumer practices is that they are negotiated
socially, so they are intersubjective, compound and
contingent and not close to a rationalist model. As
Warde (1997) defines, food practices belong to the
unspectacular side of consumption. If we follow
this idea, those practices are not easily identilied
with a search for status or with the communication
of meanings to those ~ a position to witness the
products consumed. Food consumption might
havc to do with decisions that can be related with
this 'exhibition,' but remains a private practice
for the most part. Individuals do not have to eval-
uate continuously every minute consumption
decision but they are nevertheless increasingly
made aware that they are making a 'choice.' This
involves a mix of decisions and routines. A ten.
sion and ambiguity between them is what Halkier
observes for highly industrialized countries, when
she states that:

Halkier takes the relationship between food
consum~ti?n and ambiguity one step further. She .
defines It In recuperating Bauman's (1993) con_...---:.L.
cept of ambiguity, which refers to the indeterrni.
~ate and open pr~cesses in s?ci.al !ife, especially
III modem SOCieties, where It IS Impossible for
individ~als to achieve secure and unambiguous
order With respect to knowledge about SOCietyand
themselves.

Ambiguity, or the balance of trust and risk
food systems, evolves over time and can acquire
many different shapes depending on many differ-
ent factors. One obvious conclusion can, how-
ever, a~ready be, form~l.ated: trust-generating
mechanisms used III traditional local settings will
not work effectively in the global circuits of food
provisioning. Talking to the farmer at the local
food market and visiting the- farms where our
daily food stuffs are produced, can no
remain the most dominant and relevant trust-
generating mechanism in reflexive moderuity,
People have to rely on abstract systems, scientific
expertise and various information systems, to
make long-distance assessments on the quality of
the products and the reliability of the information
flows which come along with them. With the
growing significance of global food chains for
our everyday food practices, the need for trust.
building mechanisms based on abstract systems
and expert knOWledge forcibly increases.
Relevant expert systems include medical profes~
sions, health services, state organisms, social
.care, etc. But trust is not necessarily blind. From
the analyscs of Beck et aJ. (1994) and Giddens
(1990) on risk, it can be derived that, in condi-
tions of reflexive modernity, trust in (abstract)
expert systems:

• is fragHe(since people are aware that systemscon-
sidered safe today can be hit by some food crisis
tomorrow) and needs constant monitoringlwork,
commitment;

• is related to the (shop and production) systems
and their organizational principles as well as to
the people/experts who make these systems
work;

• is reproduced/disturbed Ire-established especially
by processes occurring at the so-called 'access
points: where lay-people meet the experts(or their

consumers become concerned b~y_a__t_e_le_v_isi_o,_nre_p.r_e_s_entatilieslof the systems in a regular and
----------showlhalexposes the poor quality of meat prod- more or lessorganized way.

ucts but this experience is filtered oul within a
couple of days. They then return to the habit of The awareness of the need to make daily
buying a particular sausage (that contains little choices in food consumption and of the presence
meat) because it is one their children like. of uncertainties and ambiguities in trusting food
Consumers would like to have better quality foods products constitute what can be seen a.~important
but feel at the same time that public information drivers behind the considerable growth in sustain-
about food risksdisturbs their experience of cooking able food consumption we witness nowadays on a
and eating (2001. p. 208). worldwide scale.

These loaded normative assumptions CIiUKO
DEFINING SUSTAINABLE FOOD problems in the analysis of large-scale and indliK.

trialized organic production. Several observcfM
It is important to avoid the use of exclusivedefini- ,consider, the·' entrance of agribusiness into thc
tions of sustainability, for example, when cpncen- organic market a misconception of what orglinle
trating prinlllrily or exclusively on science-based principles should be, and therefore, as this trend 1M
(life-cycle) assessments of the environmental not desirable, it should not be studied (MieheIKon,
impact of provisioning particular food products. 2002). Others focus on the role of the 'convention·
Some observers claim that a sustainable lifestyle alization' of the organic industry as II CI'lICIIlI
or food consumption pattern can be rather clearly process in the transformation of the orgllnie soct\ll'
defined in technical terms, but such an essentialist and are prepared to consider redefinitions t11'
approach is not very helpful. The different story public policies in relation to family rllrmln~
lines with respect to sustainable food production (Guthman, 2002, 2004; Raynolds, 2004). OOlldmnn
and consumption emerging over the past two or (2003) slates that new localized economic IIrrtln~o-
three decades are to a certain extent based on sci- ments are often uncritically seen as precunorK t11'
ence but always mixed up with broader societal an associative economy by virtue of their embed·
issues. Applying a sociological definition of dedness in interpersonal ties of reciprocity IIml
sustainable food is therefore required, making trust. In this way, local personal relations cnn, IInd
the definition dependent from the evolving also tend to be, idealized in the evaluntlon t11'
ways in which consumer concerns about food are rural development strategies based on tcrl'itnrllli
interpreted in specific societies. value added.l The AAFNs' perspective is not only

Before elaborating such a definition it deserves used to characterize local markets, but nlso polnlM
paying attention to a perspective on sustainable at cultural aspects of global and mllinstrellm
food provisioning applied within environmental markcts. Culture values are attributed to the InclIl
and rural sociology that has attracted broad sup- consumer, while the consumer in conventlonlll
port, that is, alternative agro-food networks. mainstream markets is depicted as just follnwln~ n
The growth of green food has interested the social narrow economic rationality.
sciences but most studies concentrated on the Opening up such normative definitions reqllll'UM
analysis of the proliferation of alternative agro· the recognition that different story linc~ wllh
food networks (AAFNs) operating at the margins respect to sustainable food production nnd cun-
of mainstream industrial food circuits. This bias sumption are emerging in di fferent countrleK 111111
may be.understandable as AAFNs2 provide many among dirferent'groups of consumers. Applylnll
opportunities for the renewed interest in local, a ,sociological, historical perspective mUllnM
determinedly microanalytical and cthnographic cohceiving green consumcrism as a multldll1lun·
elements in the study of sustainable food produc- ,sidnal category, covering a number or dlflill'unl
tion and consumption practices. These studies are 'consumer concerns' about food, all ur Ihum
essentially based on a dichotomy between the inGluding sustainable foods but with diffcrcnl MI~·
food production of the 'industrial world: with its ni~cance. We can identify four dimension. I.hlll
heavily standardized quality conventions und are not mutually exclusive:
logic of mass commodity production, on the one ,(I) Natl4mllless. Key charllcteristics lire unlldul-
hand, and the 'domestic world' on the other, te(ated food and the use of naturlll prOCUMMII_
where quality conventions embedded in trust, tra· during the production process. ExumpleM 111'1
dition and place support more differentiated, organic food consumption which belongs hlKtml-
localized and 'ecological' products and forms of cally among the most clearly defined catcgllrleK tlf
economic organization. The concept of 'quality' sU,stainable food concerns. Also in this eatellury
evokes the cultural aspects of this model but can be included whole foods, considering the IlllUM
remains mainly production centered. The analysis th~t support a healthy lifestyle, orfer hillh nutrl·
of AAFNs makes it possible to express strong nor· tional value, promote long-term good health, IInd
mative commitments to the social ruovements are free of artificial ingredients and preservatlveM,
contestingimaiF&tr-eam;·.c..eEjl£lfutecinduslriul"ag~.-",,::r~C'pfaelK:e<T,tn:el.yetHn·,prooucing·.llaturlll. fuod_ .
food systems and the related hegemonic agricul- can cover a Wide range of farmmg mcthmlM,
tllral tcchno-scicntilic cOl1\plex. In this lu'cnll, including certilicd orgllnic production. rhe nl'lL'n·
AAFNs ligure 'as material'lInd 'symbolic 'expres- ,tl\tion to "natura\'f~o.ds currently. can bo relatell hi
sions of alternative eco·social imaginaries, and the the search for nutntlon, enhancmg health IInd II
literature ;emphasizes its capacity to wrest control broad identification of food quality, and It 1_
from corporate agribusiness and create a domestic, present globally. . . . .
sustainable, and egalitarian food system. It can be ; (2) Food-safety concerns ongmated IIll1\lInyImlll
regarded as a form of resistance to the disruptive crises and scares like those on BSE ('mad cow' diM-
effects of global competition in the food market. ease) and genetically modified organisms (GMOM),



mainly in Europe (wher~ the retail sector had a
very determinant role), On avian flu, or on pesti-
cide contamination. Without having read Ulrich
Beck (1992) on the emergence of the risk society,
consumers nowadays are. aware of contemporary
food risks as a new form'of risk; This means that
these food risks are difficult to assess from a lay
perspective and impossible to ,:safeguard com-
pletely from a (national, science-based) expert
point of view. Today, flo~s of food are organized
and regulated at global levels whereby no one
can escape the products (and tl!e risks) of food
produced and consumed \n the space of flows.

(3) Animal welfare constitutl\s a controversial
but rather well-circumscribed dfmension of con-
sumer concerns, although very unevenly developed
throughout the world, it seems. In response to
widespread public concerns about the specific
ways of bio-industrialized production of chicken
and eggs after World War II, mainstream markets
for fresh eggs in .Westem Europe have taken
animal welfare issues into accounl. Furthermore,
the radical tactics of animal welfare activists in
Europe (e.g. in tile UK) have contributed to the
high visibility of these concerns, although giving
them in somc countries a controversial character
as well. In most Asian countries animal welfare
issues, however, are considered at best as a sec-
ondary priority, only to emerge when issues of
survival and poverty arc satisfactorily dealt with.

(4) Environmental (or eco-system related) con-
cerns n:lat<.:dto mod<.:rnindustrial food produ<.:tion
and consumption, mainly activated and cam-
paigned for by environmental organizations and
social movements all over the world. They argue
that food production and consumption should be
sustainable in the Brundtland report meaning of
the word: producers (farmers) should manage eco-
systems in such a way that future generations are
not deprived of a well-functioning sustenance
base to human life and consumers should include
these concerns in their consumption practices,
including fair trade. In many cases these eco-
system concems are interlinked y,ith one or more
of the other dimensions, most notably in the case
of pesticide use with human health.

Most people share some of the above-mentioned
dimensions of food concerns at some moments
in theiclives. - Which of the concerns worry
people most varies between different groups

-"--ufc;orrsumersa1TIidlflerent countnes, whtle the
overall levcl of consumer concerns differs as
well between ditlcrent parts of the world. Instead
of trying to detennine and explain the many
different possible contents and specific profiles
of consumer concerns in different parts of the
world as a particular phenomenon in itself"
it seems more promising to take a dynamic, process-
oriented and contextual perspective to green'

e~nsumeris~ in the global ~et.work society. From
thiS perspective,. the emphaSIS IS on the interaction
between elI)ergmg green consumer concerns On.----.-- ..
the one hand an~ ~veloping retailer strategies for
green food provlSlon on the other. This interaction'----
process is reciprocal but not well balanced in terms
of power relations. Retailers are more powerful in
many respects than consumers when it comes to-------
shaping green food consumption. On the other
hand, consumer power has i~creased considerably
not only as a result of a senes of food crises but
also because of the emergence of private-interest_
based regula~ion of food qU~lity and food safetycc_cc_cc__
(Ponte and Gibbon, 2005). If mdeed it is 'up to the .....
consumers to decide,' retailers and food producers·-----"--·
implicitly acknowledge that consumer interests
have to be taken seriously. Consumer demands for
green products are taken into account also because
they are articulated and supported by a growing _
number of organizations and movements which
claim to act on behalf of the consumers and for
that reason demand access to networksmaking'--:::---
decisions on the future provision of green food.-.--------

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS AT THE
SHOPPING FLOOR

Whether or not consumers actually engage with
sustainability transitions in the food sector
dcpends on many different factors, some of which
arc easier to delect lInd analyze than olhers,
One interesting opportunity to study this phenom-
enon is the retail outlet where we can approach
consumers and their shopping practices while
establishing a balance between macro and micro -
approaches.

First, there is the visual level concerning the
more sustainable products and services on offer,
that is, the ways in which these products are pre-
sented to the consumer as well as the information
systems attached to them. Visual indicators are
important for analyzing emerging consumers
buying sustainable foods, but in order to really
gain an in-depth understanding of the consump-
tion practices implied in shopping for sustainable
food in retail outlets, these physical devices arc
only a first step. For information, images, mes-
sages, products and services to be really accepted,
bought or 'appropriated' by citizen-consum~rs,
they have to be embedded in a vital and ac\lve
system of trust relations which involves both
providers and citizen-consumers. When applied to
our object of analysis, the retail outlets, these
assumptions help to 'read from the shelves'
kind of social relations and strategies are reflected
and mirrored in the specific physical setting of the
retail outlet. This notion of trust and power rela-
tions 'being mirrored' or 'reflected' in physical

characteristics ofJhe setting .should not be inter-
preted in any mechanistic or static way_To be able
to read and decipher these inscribed trust relations
one needs a social theory on the ways in which
relations behind the product and information
floWSare organized in the context of reflexive
modernity. In the language of structunition theory,
these trust and power relations are'said to' be
instantiated at the very moment when people
enact - with the help of the physical characteristics
or technologies included in the shop setting -'the
social practice of shopping.

When a set of valid indicators for shop-level
assessments is available, they can be used not just
for assessing environmental policies but also for
the evaluation and construction of market-based
forms of citizenship involvement in the greening
of food chains. Product images and information
exchange about production circumstances of cer-
tain foods provided by NGOs, public media or
Internet and e-mail communication, in combina-
tion with supermarkets in-shop policies on infor-
mation and communication, may Influence
consumer shopping practices. Micheletti (2003)
refers to particular forms of engagements in terms
of 'political consumerism,' and she shows that
reliable sets of environmental performance indica-
tors on a retail level can be used for many different
forms of environmental action and pressure.
Power relations cqually get specific characteris-
tics in the retail outlet. Supplementing the more
conventional notions of e<.:onomicpower of food
producers and consumers, political power at the

shop floor and information control acquire
increasing importance. Viewed from this perspec-
tive,l shopping practices are 'directly linked to
supepnarket decisions on how. they organize the
provisioning of food in their .shops.s The main
cornFrstones of our 'framework for the analysis of
cons'umer practicesiwhen buying sustainable food
in re~ail outlets are summarized in Figure 29.1.

When operationlllizing this conceptual model
into I strategic variables, we distinguish between
three basic sets. At the right-hand side of the con-
ceptual model, we discern a set of variables and
indicators refening tothe environmental strategies
of the main actors in the provision system. The
second set of theoretical variables and items refers
to t~e processes at the shop-floor level. Here, we
make a further distinction between variables
describing the physical characteristics of the green
product and information flows on the one hand,
and ,variables and items refening to the relation-
ships of power and trust as they are reproduced in
the ~hop-floor setting on the other. Finally, we use
a set of variables describing the lifestyles and con-
sumption patterns of the groups of consumers
shopping for green food. We try to describe their
environmental performance beyond the specific
food-shopping practice and we look for ways to
relate the revealed preferences for green food to
basil:: characteristics of their lifestyles and overall
consumption levcls, and to the involvcment of
global civil society actors such as consumcr NGOs.

Both the physical characteristics of the retai I
outlet and the social relations governing the



to t?e fa~t that ~ey meet on a regular, alrnostdaiIy
basIs with major segments of mainstream food
consumers (Seth and Randall, 2001). Second,the
organization of food production and consUlllplion
has become a global affair, and consequently
supermarket chains operating worldwide !lave
a privileged position. These reasons are further
elucidated below. ._.._~. -

Retailers 'know best' the concerns of their
clients since meeti\'lg them in the retail outlet leads
to first-hand information about what co!l5lllDers
want and what their concerns are. These regular-
ized and frequent interactions at the shop floor
also provide retailers with the possibilities to
experiment with new (greenlhealthy) food prod_
ucts and practices. As a consequence, retailers
claim to have the power to make or break the
market for sustainable products and services in the
food sector. They 'create' and 'control' not just'
green consumers but also - 'on behalf of the
consumer' - the suppliers of green products (Bevan, . "~';--::-
2005, p. 7). The increasingly significant presenceof _ .
supermarkets in the green· food sector is part of
transformations induced by the supermatkets
themselves in the food consumption sphere, by
providing new options and taking initiatives
reg~ding product innovations and food quality.
Dunng the 1990s a fundamental shift has taken
place in retailing in Western countries from selling
highly standardized and packaged brand-name
food products to loyal customers, towards increas-
ingly fragmented micro-marketing strategies
increasingly selling perishable foods such as
fruits, vegetables, dairy and meat (Guptill and
Wilkins, 2002). Thi~ transition forces retailas to
expect more and more from their supplieis in
terms of the policing of food delivery as well as
the type and specifications of the food produced.
This stands to give retailers a market advanrage
with customers and it demonstrates to gO\'Wl-
ments that they are taking existing food regnla-
tions seriously (Flynn et al., 2003). Retlilers
constructed so-called private-interest or market-
based regimes for quality control, offering the
consumer individual choice also with respect to
food quality 'beyond basic standards.' Altlrough
many governments still play an important rale in
the regulation of food markets, retailers are 'althe
apex of this quality construction; being able to

---'--P-R-O-V-I-S-IO-N-O-F-S-U-ST-A-I-N-A-B-l-E-F-O-O-D-I-N---a'OsOfO and tranS1TIltregulatory changes, customer
THE RETAil OUTLET: SUPERMARKET reactions and supply chain quality assurance
STRATEGIES parameters' (Marsden et al., 2000, p. 8).

The second reason for the growing retailer
dominance is that the organization of food prodlic-
tion and consumption has increasingly become a
global affair. To keep up with the high dynamicsof
food consumption and production in globalizing
markets - with the (quality) regulation offood in
the 'space of flows' (Oosterveer, 2005) - the

shopping practices are the result of a specific
articulation of local and global forces <irdynainics.
The distinction introduced by Castells (1996)
between the space of place and the sp~ce of pows
can help to make sense analyticallY of ihese
dynamics, without incurring a simpliitic duaJism.
So, these concepts are helpful proviqed thaI one
does not relapse into an interpreta(ion ot this
scheme which situates the sustaina~ility li;ansi-
tions exclusively or primarily in the 'local dypam-
ics' of lhe space of place, while r~garding the
globalizing forces and dynamics of (pe space of
flows as a threat and negative factor for sU5tain-
ability transitions (Oosterveer, 2005a). It i~, ·for
example, an exciting dimension of s\lstainapility
transitions in the food sector when one witnesses
the globalization and standardization 6f the n;odes
of production and consumption of o{ganic foods
formerly restricted to niche markets. lhese
unorthodoxies can only be understood and prop-
erly analyzed when possibilities for environniental
change at the level of the space of flow's are
taken into account as well and analyzed with
respect to the many diverging ways of being con-
nected to local factors and dynamics in the space
of place.

To be in the condition to face the challenge of
globalization for the social sciences and, in our
case to be able to capture the complexities in
the new role of retail chains, we need a new map-
ping of space and time, that will not exclude
national specificities, but will avoid any type of
dualism between the national and the global level,
between the 'inside' and the 'outside' (Beck and
Willms, 2004).6 Assuming a cosmopolitan view,
the transitions to more sustainable food-consump-
tion practices arc related to the regional origin of
the products and their concomitant food-miles, thc
(EU, WTO, national governments) standardized
norms for packaging, safety and environmental
quality, the environmental strategies of the
retail chains and the orientation of the shopping
public. While shopping for sustainable food, people
can engage with production processes and
colleague-consumer groups and environmental
NGOs worldwide, thereby performing different
forms of what Beck refers to as banal cosmopoli-
tanism (Beck and Willms, 2004).

The dominant position of the retail sector in the
processes of change in food provision can basi-
cally be explained by two reasons. First, retailers
can substantiate their claim to be 'closest' to food
consumers in many important respects by pointing

resources of local, independent shop owners or
small (organic) farmers' cooperatives are far from
sufficient. Through concentration and internation-
alization over the past decades retiiilers' have
gained competitive advantage, resulting for example
in many countries in Europe in five major retail
chains accounting for considerable shares in the
overall food sales. In 1990 no retailers were
included in the Fortune 500 list of the largest
global companies, but in 2002 more than 50 were.
By that time, Wal-Mart had become the largest of
all companies, considering the size of sales
(Reynolds and Cuthbertson, 2004, pp. 1-22). This
process was related to the closure of small shops
and independent retailers (Dobson et al., 2003). In
2005, the top 10 global food retailers accounted
for combined sales of $840 billion - 24% of the
estimated $3.5 trillion global market (up froin,
18% in 2001). See Table 29.1.

One example of these large retail firms is the
French hypermarket chain Carrefour, selling foOd
through its super- and hyper-markets in France,
but also in many other countries around the world
(see Box 1).

Consequently, food quality and safety issues
stretch far beyond the local or national level. While
for a long time quality control rested primarily in
the hands of public regulators, we witnessed a
major change in the 1990s when 'retailers assumed
a more active role in the development of food
safety standards and procedures,like HACCP
(Hazard Analysis and CritictilControl Point).

In order to attract consumer attention, super-
markets refer to different story lines from within

Carrefouroperatesover 11,000stores (430,000
employees)inmore than 30 countriesin Europe,Latin
AmericaandAsia.Franceaccountsfor about halfof
1hecompany'ssales.At the beginningof 2005,
Carrefourplannedto open 70 hypermarkets,Including
15 in China,7 in Brazil,6 in Colombia,5 In Indonella,
4 inThailandand 3 in Poland.

the genenil frame of sustainable food con.ump·
tion. Also; combinations of different storyllllOI IIr.
~eveloped, like the combination of the 'nnlurAI·
1)ess' and ,the 'safe food' story lines. The Ilrowln.
importan~e of this specific combination CAnb.
illustrateq by considering some of the transCorma'
lions that 'arc taking place in the area of food mar·
~eting. In the 1980s, a new perspective on conlum.r
research split the academic marketing field Into two
\:oexisting perspectives. The conventional pcrlp,u,
tive assumes a positivist approach, employln; 'luAn-
\itative r~search and focusing on the purchnll",
process, !fhe newly emerging non-conv.nllonal
perspectiye adopts a non-positivist methodolollY,
employing also ethnographic and quallilltiv.
methods 'in dialog with sociology und nnlhrl1rml•
ogy, assl1ming a cultural perspective whore oon·
sumers are not considered as rational (economlo)
actors, This approach emphasizes the eulturnl 1111'
nification process as it is intertwined whh unn·
suming practices at different levels and wllhln
specific i social con.texts. The eonstellnllonl Ur
meaning and practices characterizing subcullura.

Table 29.1 Top 10 global food retailers of consumption and styles of food eonKllmllllun
Percentage lire not hased on socio-economic ch'cumMlllllUal
global market exclusively or primarily, since even mumhur.

2004 revenues share (grocery of one subculture can belong to several loulu.
C (U5$ millions) retail) economic groups (Thompson andTrocslcr, 20(2),

ompany An empirical example of these non-po.lllyl.1
1.Wal-Mart*(USA) 287,989 8 trends in marketing research is provided by Ih.
2. Carrefour(France) 99,119 3 work of the Hartman Group in the USA (Hllr\llliln
3. MetroAG(Germany) 76,942 2 Group,. 2000; http://www.hartmun-group,colll,
4. Ahold(Netherlands) 70,439 2 2003). In studies of this Group on organic food
5.Tesco(UK) 65,175 2 consumption, it was found that - wilh un ""nuII
6. Kroger(USA) 56,434 2 growth of 15 to 20 per cent - organic food prod.
7. Costeo(US~) 52,935 2 ucts ure becoming part of mainstream food con'

~~rpnse&- -----5;~800--·....·-·""·,,-1·,,··-----·..~~~~~r~:~~~~~c~~..~~7~~:,u~~~";;r~~~:.?"II~nltr"
9.Albertson(USA) 39,897 1 new generation of marketing research, tho 1111."

10.Edeka2entrale of organic food' consumption arc explored In I
(Germany) 39,100 qualitative way, working from the periphery 10th,

*Wal-Martdoes'not report grocerysales separate from center of the market, attempting to cllabUlh
total revenues.Marketresearchfirm,RetailForward, a comprehensive characterization of organlo oon-
estimatesthat Wal-Martsold S109 billionin groceries sumer lifestyles, consumer behaviors, di~trlbutlQn
in2004, channels and information sources, These report.
Source: ETCGroup(2005p. 6) contextualize the organic food consumer al beln.



part of cultural changes where they are becoming
more concerned with quality of life and health,
and thereby transforming cqnsumption practices
(Barry, 2004). This phenomenon has also been the
focus of a study about 'Thp Welllless Lifestyle
Shopper: Mapping the JQ~rpeys of Wellness
Consumers' (http://www.hartman-group.com.
2000). This study states that ~onsumers, as well as
their paths to achieve wellne~s, are complex social
entities because they have (0 consider an enot-
mous diversity in products' appealing to health
entering the market. Da\~ sh0'\ied that the
American population spend* around $66 billion
per year on healthy products, a signi,(icantly grow-
ing market (http://www.hartfllan-group.com. April
2(03). People's concerns with h~alth and the
nutritional quality of food'were mentioned by
66 per cent of the organic consumers interviewed
in this research. Concerns about pesticide risks
was the reason given by 38 per cent, food safety
by 30 per cent, while only 26 per cent mentioned
environmental reasons, contradicting the belief
that organic food consumers are essentially envi-
ronmentally conscious citizens. Instead of under-
standing consumers as being informed solely by
economic and scientilic arguments, these consul-
tancy rcports recognize that changes in the cul-
tural sphere impact the way in which people
consume products and services and deal with
related experiences and information.

The National Grocers Association (NGA) of the
USA has recently established the organic market
to be the fastest growing sector of food products in
the supermarkets. Also, the NGA relates this develop-
tllcntto the growing importance consumers attach

to well-being and health.7 At a conference on
organic food cpnsumption in the USA in 2003 the
NGA concluded:

healthy food ·has ·been detected ina number of
market studies. One segment of this category can
be called 'diet/light' and has witnessed annual
growth rates of 30 per cent over the last few years,
according to ABIAD (Brazilian Die.te* and
Special Purpose Foods Association). Aeeorping to
the Brazilian Food Industry Association sales
of light and diet products alone already corre-
sponded to about US$ 1.7 billion of the total of
US$ 47 billion in food sales in 2002. This entails
a growth rate of 952.5 per cent over a period of
11 years. Since 1990, the average number of new
products released jumped from 40 to 80 per year.
These data for Brazil follow the wider global trend
of searching for a better quality of life, directly
associated with better nutrition, in combination
with food that is tasty and pleasurable (rrutifatos,
June 2002). We can see this global trendmirrored
and supported by retail practices for the provision
of green foods in Brazil (see Box 3).

The Brazilian Supermarket Association con-
firmed the presence of a trend comparable with
the one in the supermarkets in Europe and USA,
where interest in the broad category of healt~y
food (including organic products) is growing fa~t:
'The (food) sector knows that consumers want
good health and longevity: Supermarkets can meet
this demand by including certified natural prod-
ucts, organic and functional food, as well as "diet"
and "light" products and, what is very important,

by giving consumers information on what they are
buying. Ultimately your store can "sell" health!' II

Provider strategies in sustainable food arc
related to systems of provision (Le. the relations
with farmers), marketing strategies (involving one
or more of the identified dimensions of sustain-
able food) and with tbe positioning of these prod-
ucts within'the shop'. Surprising is the observed
variety in supermarket strategies in this regard.
For example, French retail groups that publish a
sustainable development report (Carrefour· and
Auchan) consider quality chain ('filiere'), organic
and fair trade products as indicators for their com-
pany's performance regarding social and environ-
mental responsibilities in the area of food
products. Leclerc and Intermarch6 remain frag-
mented and display much less information but
they consider organic, fair trade (Leclerc) and
integrated farming (Intermarch6) as sustainable
food products. This variability in company strate-
gies deserves further elaboration.

After presenting these different results of
empirical research on provider strategies in the
field pI' sustainable food provision, it becomes
clear that this interesting perspective dcmands fur-
ther elaboration. Based on our conceptual frame-
work ,and the review of empirical trends in retail
policies worldwide, we think the following vari-
ables !to be of crucial importance for (r~search
into) future supermarket strategies: .

As the fastest growing category in the food indus-
try today, and public concern about health and
wellness expected to continue, no retailer can
safely ignore this increasingly important facet of _
the industry: The $5 billion organic market is
growing at a rate of five times larger than the
growth rate of the overall food industry and dOll:-------
bling in size every 3~ years since 1990. By 2003.-'
the market for organic products is estimated to be
over $13 billion.a

On the basis of a research among 146 represen-
tatives of supermarket chains, the NGA under-
lined the importance of organic {)r natural foods
for supermarkets and offered a number of recom- __.__ ·_~_. _
mendations for interested supermarkets (see Box 2).
Paying close attention to these recommendations,
Wal-Mart plans to roll out at the end of 2006 a
complete selection of organic foods - food certi-
fied by the USDA in its nearly 4000 stores in the
USA. Just as signilicllnt, the company says it will
price all this organic food at an eye-poppingly tiny
premium over its already cheap conventional
food: the organic Cocoa Puffs and areas wi1l cost
only 10 per cent more than the conventional kind
(New York TImes, 4, June 2006). The entrance of
Wal-Mart into this sector wi1l challenge the argu-
ment that organic food is elitist.

By way of comparison, let us now consider the
sitiJation in a less industrialized country like
Brazil. The rising trend in the consumption of

!
Box 3 Green food provisioning in Brazilian supermarkets

I
In order to supply their retail outlets with sufficient quantities of green food in response to the increasing demand,
supermarkets have to organize systematically their provisioning, pushing the growth of organic food production. In 2001,
the total sales of formally certified organic food products in Brazil reached US$200 million in 2003 and is estima!ed
to be around US$ 250 to 300 millions for 2004 (Globo Rural. November 2002; Ormond et al., 2002). To supply thiS
demand, the country had more than 800,000 hectares certified as org~nic in 2003, which grew from 275,576 hectares in
2001. In addition, there is also a large quantity of 'informally certified' or non-certified organic production, especially
in the southern states of Rio Grande, Parana and Sao Paulo. The estim'ated number of organic producers
is around 14,000 and among them small-sized family farms are responsible for up to 80 per cent of the production
(Folha de Sao Paulo, 1011112002). Greater Sao Paulo represents half of the national consumption of organics and is also
the main pole of production. The annual growth of organic production is calculated as being between 30 and 50 per cent.
An important part is production for export (soybeans, coffee, juices, suga,r. nuts, oils, banana, guarana, etc.), which is around
70 per cent of the total certified volume (there are 12 national and about 9 international certifying agencies active in the
country), generating in 2001 US$ 130 million (Exame, 2810512002). But the sector is also growing in the domestic markE,_t1 .._ ... _...._-.---::fl

____ ._ _whichbclongs"togethl!Lwi th Argentinarthe .mostdeveloped in·Latin i\merica,--Aroun.d·45 'percent otthe'org:i 1\~'f06(1--
sales In the domestic market are done through supermarkets, 26 per cent through fairs and 16 per cent in speCialized
stores." Most of the products are fresh vegetables and fruits, but a growing number of companies and small family units
is processing tea, coffee, mate tea, jams, oils, breakfast cereals, and dairy products. Fresh vegetables are presented in
different forms thereby allowing the producer to increase the value. PrOVisioningsupermarkets with organic food from
farmers or farmers' associations takes different forms but two stand out as most important. The first strategy is to enter
into direct contracts with organic farmers (e.g. applied by regional supermarkets In the city of Florian6polis, Santa
Catarina State) and the second one Is to rely on Intermediaries (more adopted by national and International chains, e.g.
in the cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo).The first strategy allows a more diversified offer of products, higher quality,
more space of exhibition and less difference in price between conventional and organic products than the second one does.

Box 2 Recommendations for supermarkets initiating the sales of organic and
natural foods

It may seem simple, but it is not as easy as simply adding a few new product lines to the store shelves or setting up a
s~parate natural foods' section inside the store. To draw this business and meet the needs of these customers, retailers
need to become as knowledgeable about natural and organic foods and products as the people they hope to sell to.
This segment of consumers knows more, and asks more, and the retailer who will enjoy the long-term benefits of these
natural sales .1'1111 be the one who can answer their questions. Your naturals' section will be most successful, and most
profitable, if you follow a few basic guidelines to cater to the natural products customer.

Rrst, when conceptualizing your naturals' section, work with a knowledgeable natural products' distributor who can
assist you with product selection, competitive pricing, promotional strategies and merchandizing. Working in partner-
ship with a distributor. who understands this industry will help you build a solid foundation for your own natural prod-
ucts' section. Second, realize the imporlance of eroductlnformatlon aru)gJlltcatlonJ.ol_tbls.ncw.£ustomer.group--

'·NaMilrpr6alicl'nnagaZines.sflelftalkei5,"" producideiiios- an(ioth~;~o~sumer information are vitally important to the
success of your section. Third, assign a natural products' section manager who is knowledgeable about the products. •
knows how they differ from commercial brands, can answer customers' questions, and is committed to your customers
natural products' education. Most of all, associates and customers must be encouraged to take time to savor what
those in the natural products' industry have grown to love: the flavor, the quality, and the absolute uniqueness of..
natural foods. Knowledge of and enthusiasm for these products, perhaps more than anything else, will be the deCiding
fuctors in the success of your store's natural products' section.

Source: Jonathan M. Seltzer. Natural Foods:A Natural Profit Opportunity (National Grocer Magazine) 9
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• product information strategies (what information
is available in the shop. on the she,lves and on the
product; which sustainable food storyline, or
combination thereof. is referred to);

• price settings in relation to other fpQd products;
physical location within the shop (s~parat~ section,
separate shelves, separate section within a shelf.
mingled among other products); -

• linkages with suppliers «(in)formalcontracts, certi-
ficationllabeling, retailer supervisiClnof production
process, farmers within the shop); -

• company communication (adds, other forms of
publicity,which sustainable food storyline, or combi-
nation thereof. is referred to); ,

• company strategy: is sustainable jood considered
an essential part of the corporat~ image or only
one category of products on sale?

With the use of these variables in the context of
cross-national, comparative research, it will be
possible to identify and analyze the different
retailer strategies with regard to sustainable food
provision and consumption in globalizing food
chains, also for sustainable food.

BUYING SUSTAINABLE FOOD:
CONSUMER STRATEGIES

Making sense of consumers shopping for sustain-
able food in supermarkets cannot only be done
through reference to economic variables and atti-
tude-behavior relations_ Attention to other issues
is required for comprehending consumer strate-
gies for buying sustainable food, such as concerns
about environment, food safety and health, the
importance of different lifestyles and the changes
in consumer trust in food. In particular, the issues
of lifestyle and trust will be further elaborated,

Life in modem-day societies is characterized by
an incrcasing plurality of different lifestyles and
this diversity is also reflected in the varying con-
sumer choices and marketing strategies in the
food sector (Slater, 1997)_ Giddens (1991), Warde
(1994) and Beck et af. (1994) point at the plurality
in lifestyles and consider reflexivity related to
consumption practices as a key element for under-
standing this .. variety_ Consumer reflexivity
becomes particularly visible in the significance
attached to health and bodily well-bein/Li!! the

--------face ofCOiillictlng expert systems.
Searching for health and buying sustainable

food can be part of different lifestyles. Even within
the clearly identifiable sector of organic food, a
marketing study in Germany by Biohandel, March
2006, found a large diversity in consumer behavior.
This study points at the presence of different rea-
sons for different categories (combining socio-
economic backgrounds and cultural attitudes) of

German consumers in buying organic food. They
distinguished three (out of the ten in total) consumer
categories that are interested in buying organic food,
together representing some 35 per cent of the
German population:

• Post-materialists constitute the traditional basis
for organics. They buy organic products because
they care for the environment, but also for pleas-
ure, taste, feeling well and health. Organic labeling
gives the certainty of buying the 'right' products. --------
Middle-class consumers have recognized organics- ------
as a trend and buy it on rational grounds and
partly also on status. Important for them is pesti-
cide- and chemical-free food and although they
are less informed about organics they do trust
seals and labels. They generally buy organic food in
conventional stores.

• Modern performers consider organics as being . _
associated with fitness and energy and prefer to
buy these products, of which they do not know
much, in conventional supermarkets around the
corner. Without attaching too much value to these
labels and categorizations, this study points very
clearly at the diversity in lifestyles of which organic
food consumption can be part. A Dutch study on
lifestyle profiles for consumers of biological prod-
ucts (Wertheim, 2005) indicated that for the
broader category of biological or sustainable food
this variety may even be larger. In modern society
diversitydoes not stop at the front door of the con-
sumers' homes as, even within the context of the
household food. habits may be different, exposing
different lifestyles between people that are in close
social relationship. To explain this cultural frag-
mentation of our dietary preferences Richardson
(2004) points at the increased individualization of
culinary preferences (especially among pre-teen
children) and the growing presence of dietary
restrictions (due to food sensitivities, allergies and
forms of vegetarianism). Cultural forces beyond
the household are increasingly potent in fragment-
ing any united dietary patterns existing within it.

As in other countries, in Brazil concerns about
health and lifestyle playa role in selecting vegeta-
bles next to their cosmetic appearance and flavor.
Thus, consuming sustainable food can be occa-
sional and only one among several other health-
oriented pra.ruces Guillon and WiIleq'lPt (?OD3)
identified this trend as the 'ego-trip' way of con-
suming sustainable food. Since the beginning of
the 1990s, this trait seems to be present in individ-
uals' decisions towards self-protection (e.g.
safety and sanitary quality of food) and self-
promotion (beauty, healthiness and fitness).
Many consumers who could not be identified
as being environmentally aware or socially respon-
sible were concerned with buying alternatively

depen4ence on experts to provide informal Ion
about ,their occurrence and danger, necessitaloK
some form of trust relation to be developed IIn\1
sustairied.

Trust in the food system as abstract SyMtolll
refers, both to the products and technoloJlloN
applied and the people at work in (global) footl
chains'. Consumers need to trust the health III1lI
safety 'of the food they consume, the infonualloll
provided about the production process illvolvlUI,
and the people producing and retailing tho fOIll\.
As a personal relationship with the pl'Odlll'el 01
food is not possible in supermarkets, COIlMlIllIrl
trust in sustainable food bought at retail oulllll_
has some specific characteristics. The rclntloll"11111
between consumers and members of starr Is 1111\'

essarily superficial, so consumers' trust ill sustllin
able food products is generally bascd on II",
(environmental) image of the company (allli IIN
obligation to uphold its image) and 011 the al'llvr
(visible through labels) presence of indl:pellllrni
controlling agencies supervising certificaliolls 111111

other 'indicators of good environmental pelllli nl
ance. 'This trust is nevertheless precarious MOIn
case of acute problems consumers arc illcllned 10
(temporarily) look for additional extcl'I1al lIllIl
independent sources of information to IlIIt'ul
themselves in order to make the right choil'es. rill
example, the choices for sustainablc food.

This short discussion of consumer COIll'OIiI_.
trust and lifestyles is based on the plelimhllll Y
results of an emerging strand of cmph kill
research worldwide in the field of COIlSUlllt'l
strategies in buying sustainable food. Thc,y POIIlI
at the importance of further elaboratloll 01
transnational, comparative research III lhlN
domain. For this future research, we hllvc aJlllln
tried to identify a number of variables and la~hll N
we think to be important:

produced food. Similarly, data from research
undertaken in Europe in 1998 (Antoine, 1998)
found that 76 per cent of consumers considered
food as the beslmedicine,though '-they did-not
specify any particular food, either organic or con-
ventional. Consumer food choices can hardly be
explained by their consciousness of the relation
between pesticide use and product appearance.
Many consumers were not even very well
informed about the qualities of organic food prod-
ucts, but they are still interested, often for health
reasons. In the SuperHiper Magazine (June, 2002)
research, 92.5 per cent of the people interviewed
were interested in knowing more about organic
food, particularly about the composition' and
nutritional value and disease prevention pote,lltiai.
Many consumers also wanted to know recipes and
ways to consume fruits and vegetables. These
results signal the recommendation for producers,
suppliers, and supermarkets to make the benefits
and advantages of 'green' products more visible
and comprehensible and create a better fit between
their information strategies and consumer practices
and concerns.

Obviously, not all choices are available for all
consumers. Nevertheless, it is essential to be
aware that buying sustainable food is not limited
to the richer echelons of Western societies. In
many other countries consumer concerns about
food are growing as well, although not necessarily
applying the same dimensions of sustainability (or
storylines) as in the EU or the USA. Aprilia (2005),
for example, showed in her research on Thailand
that in this country 'green' food provisioning was
initially intended for export but later a domestic
demand emerged as well. Currently, organic food
has become a niche market already available in
supermarkets targeted at high-class consumers but
the creation of new markets for the majority of
middle-class Thai has not yet taken place. Most
Thai consumers select their food primarily on the • Dimensions of consumer concerns as contnlnnd III
basis of its freshness and taste, whereas the specific lifestyles. Different (combinations 00 lImy
organic food consumers state that they consume lines can be connected with different IIfollyllls'
organic food mainly for health and safety rea- characteristics also outside the conSUltlptlll1l
sons.12 Local Thai certification schemes thus pay domain of food.
as much attention to organic production practices • Product information strategies. What infonnlltlllll
as to hygiene: hygienic certification is food pro- is asked for by consumers and which formats III

duced with hygienic processes that may include information provision (in the shop, on the silnlvll\.
chemical substances provided at an acceptable on the products) fit best to the lifestyles, of COli
le'tel--t!laris-hmmless--to--tnnmrrrhealth:-lIygieui:t;----,umergroTlps;-------------- ..-- ..-, ---.. " ,
food provides better opportunities for the average • Social relations of anxiety ~~d trust: the prllflll
Thai to consume less-polluting, less-contaminated ences of consumers for.speclflc company InfolllIA
food produced at more affordable prices than tion strategies targeted at establishing nnd
organic food. maintaining a meaningful trust relation.

In general, trust is an essential element of con- • (Premium) prices for green products: 'wllllngnQu
sumer strategies with regard to sustainable food. to pay: although not isolated from concrete Iholl
The presence of risks associated with food (pesti- ping and eating practices, nor from culturallllfe'lylll
cide residues, bird flu, BSE, etc.) that may endanger characteristics and always in relation to other foml
human health in combination with the necessary products. •



• Preferences of consumers for specific formats for
the physical location a~ndpresentation of green
products within the shoR'(separa~esection, separate
shelves, separate sectior withif.l a shelf. mingled
among other products)

• Preferences of consumerS for sp~cificways of con-
structing 'hierarchies for green qualities:

These variables can help to move beyond the
isolated, individualist approac~es to consumer
behavior which tend to :,(jomimite research for a
long time. By using these kinds of variables, con-
sumer strategies with regard to buying sustainable
food are researched in direct rel~tion to and linked
with provider strategies. ;"

THE SHOPPING FLOOR AS LOCALE FOR
SUSTAINABLE FOOD TRANSACTIONS

The shopping floor constitutes the locale where
supermarket chains and consumers interact in the
selling and buying of sustainable food, or where
provider and consumer strategies actually mcet.
Although the social practices in the retail outlet
cannot be understood without including the differ-
ent strategies presented above, so far, very little
empirical research has been done applying this
perspective.

Nevertheless, some empirical findings are
available and one interesting starting point is the
physical lay-out of the shop. The way different
sustainable food products are positioned in the
shop setting proves very important in the success
of such products. For an example on the shelf
space, see Box 4. Items such as the assortment of
sustainable food produets (quantitative as well as
qualitative), the positioning of the green assort-
ment in overall assortment, the spatial structure of
green provision, and the dimension of sustainability
referred to arc characterizing differences on the
shopping floor and thereby facilitating or compli-
cating the enactmcnt of particular providcr and
consumcr strategies.

A new strategy introduced by hypermarket
chains in France since the mid-1990s included the
selling of regional and organic food products,
combined with the development of quality sys-
tems .e~s.t!ring, product traceability and the
rearrangement of the stores in 'consumption uni-

----'verses-(i:e, the thematic regrouping of products
not according to the product's nature but to the
consumers ' use) (Laurenceau, 2005). Shop man-
agers consider regional or quality labeled food
products (e.g. Label Rouge, AOC) as equivalent to
other products and thus do not need separate treat-
ment' except for organic products (mostly because
they are a more recent phenomenon in these shops
and formally demand strictly separated 'filieres').

Box 4 The importance of supermarket
shelf space for sustainable food
consumption

Experimentalresearchprovidedevidencefor the
obselVatioothat not onlythe priceof a productorits
characteristicsdeterminesconsumerinterestbutalso
that the contextin the supermarketplaysan important
roleas well. .

Whiletestingconsumerreactionsto the presentation- .'_-, ----
of sustainablefood insupermarkets,researchers
ascertainedthat consumersare se'nsibleto thew~y'~-_.
productis offered.Whena productis presentedina
supermarketin sucha waythat it givesthe impression
of beingpopularand of goodquality,consumersare
moreinterestedin buyingthis product,Forexample,
when sustainablefoodsare offeredmorespaceinthe
supermarketshelvesthey seemto be popularand
thereforeconsumerswillbuymore.

Source: Dagevoset a/. (2005)

~hen several labels are available for one category
of" products, these can correspond to different
levels of quality and therefore with different
prices. Retailers use food labels as general signs
of quality according to their perceptions of eon-
sumers' needs and preferences (e.g. consumers
may choose different labels for different kinds of
meat). In most cases, labels represent n higher
quality and are thus displayed on higher shelves,
thus more exp~nsive, but this is not the case in cer·
tain stores, where either the display is vertical or
where the higher quality has become common and
widely purchased. In France, the notion of 'qual-
ity' seems to create coherence between the retail·
ers' and consumers' concerns for sustainable food.
In the store this 'quality' is materialized into the
mix of 'terroir' (regional product) and sustainability
labels. Consumers arc familiar with some labels,
such as organic agriculture but not with others
and, evidently, they ask for more information fig·
uring on the product itself as well as in the store
and in the catalog.

Supermarkets may use different strategies in ,;,;i,; ,
their shops when commercializing organic food ""e--.

products (Richter et aI., 2001). How prominent
and strong is the attempt from the firm to persuade .
or facilitate the consumer ill his Qr her green ,;,'i"

choices, preferences and routines? How consumer ,,.:,2"'
oriented is the strategy when compared to internaI"c :..;:~:c
(profits/market) interests of the providers? Ho:v •...!;;~1':
cosmopolitan is the sustainable food producUn .. ..",''.·
terms of being originated and regulated and stan- .';~
dardized from a local or an internationaVglobaI :'";
perspective? Some essential differences character" c,'
izing these strategies are the nurnber and diversity
of products in the retail outlet, the motivation and

qualification of the workers at the selling point,
and the presentation and positioning of the products
in the store. During interviews in several European
supermarkets, Richter et al. (2001) observed, that
the person in charge of the organic food sector
usually emphasized that organics were part of a
broader environmental and social responsibility
strategy from the retailing chain. However, when
looking deeper into the data, they found
out that these commitments can lead to different
practices and are diffuse in their scope.

In the Brazilian case, Guivant et al. (2003) con-
cluded that, although the main international and
national retail chains, like Carre four, Pao de
A<;ucarand Wal-Mart, have invested significantly
in the organic food supply, they basically assumed
only minimum and basic strategies. The growing
presence of organic products can not necessa~ily
be considcred the result of elaborate conccrn-wlde
strategies to replace conventional food. Organic
foods are dispersed in the area for products asso-
ciated with well-being and quality of life. For this
reason, organic products are normally placed on
shelves where, without appropriate information to
consumers, they are mixed with hydroponics (food
products, with lower pesticide presencll and bene-
fiting from a lower price and a 'clean' image),
conventional products packed very similarly to
organic ones (with colorful labels identifying pro-
ducers and strengthening the notion of being com-
mercialized directly from producers, looking like
'natural' products), and conventional vegctablcs in
packages with misleading statements (such as,
'free of conservatives,' 'natural product,' etc.). Only
certain regional supermarkets have special, refrig-
erated stands, with signs, clearly separating organics
from hydroponics, conventional, etc. In these
supermarkets, the demand for healthy foods is
contributing significantly to the growth of organic
food consumption and production, contradicting
the negative forecasts from a part of the organic
agriculture movement about sales through super-
markets. It may be expected that this provision
strategy from the retail sector is 'converting'
consumers to become more 'green.'

Although again based on scarce and scattered
empirical data, these findings nevertheless point at
the following variables and indicators that might
be useful for studying the shopping floor practices
implied in the consumption orsusmtna15tefood.

• The availability of products - number and diversity
of products and departments in the retail store
with a green profile.

• Location and presentation of green products -
products' location on the shelf (vertical as well as
horizontal).

• Trust enhancing strategies in everyday shopping
for sustainable products, both from the side of

providers and from the side of consumers (in situ
information strategies; communication devices;
potential for mutual feedback and control).
Motivation, training and qualifications of the
workers at the selling point, resulting in passive,
defensive or pro-active strategies for confronting
the consumer with sustainable products.

• The framing of the price setting: the position of
sustainable food in comparison with other food
products in terms of relative prices but also in
terms of image, ete.
Shopping connected special actions and devices
(eco-saving systems; eco-bonus cards, etc.) for the
promotion of sustainable food.

Again the list is indicative instead of exhaustive
and is meant to contribute to the development of a
future research agenda that takes as its starting
point the practice of shopping at the retail outlet as
a relevant case of a consumption junction.

Viewed from a global perspective, green food con-
sumerism is on the in<:rease, although its develop-
ment can be considered uneven in different
respects. With the help of a theoretical framework
and its operationalization into three specific cate-
gories of factors and variables, we are able to iden-
tify the heterogeneous paths that lead to increased
sustainability. With the help of the research outline
as suggested, it is possible to investigate different
forms of 'fi,s' and 'misfits' between retailer strate-
gies on the one hand and consumer strategies on
the other. Guided by our typology of four dimen-
sions of sustainability, we were able to reconstruct
some different ways of framing sustainable food
consumption in different settings in different parts
of the world. When Brazilians are 'going organic'
to improve their lifcstyles and well-being through
the consumption of food that suits the image of a
sportive, healthy, and modem life, they put pres-
sure on retailers to provide a hierarchy of food
(quality) choices structured according to our first
dimension in particular. Guivant (2003) talks about
an 'ego-trip' - instead of an eco-trip - discourse as i
bbing specifically relevant for the Bra~ilian case. ~i

In this ego-trip discourse on the greemng of food
producuon ana consumpuon, ht arill1ieaITnyper--'
sbnal bodies are connected in a direct way to fit I

ahd healthier food flows worldwide. When, in the!
aftermath of bird flu, Malaysian and Thai food i

consumers are 'going organic' or start buying at
least 'pesticide-controlled' food, they start looking
for a government and retail-controlled provision ! ,
of 'safe' food along the lines of our second dimen-
sion of consumer concerns as well. Most likely,
however, their concerns are not framed in terms of



an ego-trip discourse of the kind found in Brazil.
Nevertheless, adherence to safe and health food
standards in both parts of the wofld could very
well turn out to be quite comparable with respect
to the ways in which consumers respond to strate-
gies by retailers who use the provisioning of
green food to create new markets, What puts the
Asian consumers and retailers in a ,different posi-
tion, compared to their Brazilian or European
counterparts, is the lower level of the overall pro-
visioning of green food in their societies. In all
regions, however, at least some food is sold and
bought under the heading of green or sustainable
food.

International trends situate supermarkets as
central stakeholders in the expansion of organic
food consumption, notwithstanding the conflicts
that may exist with farmers about the conditions
of supplying sustainable food, as well as with con-
sumers about the framing of sustainability and
about the price. According to what has been
observed in recent research, worldwide most super-
markets have approached the organic food sector
as part of a wider strategy aimed at appealing to
those consumers interested in green consumption,
including four types of motivations mentioned in
this chapter. This inclusion of organic foods into
the conventional market and especially on super-
market shelves is not always welcomed as a desir-
able development by the organic agriculture
movement. Their concerns and criticisms are
related to the resulting demand for large-scale
production, commercialization in supermarkets,
consumption restricted to higher income classes
due to high prices, etc. An alternative response
would be to hold on to small-scale organic food
production and consumption distributed through
local markets. However, according to the argu-
ments presented in this chapter, a significant
growth of the sustainable food market depends on
the inclusion of such products in supermarkets.
Among the most important challenges in this
respect are the negotiations taking place between
producers and the retail sector, and the framing of
sustainability in and through shopping practices at
the consumption junction of supermarkets. As the
quality and quantity of sustainable products on
offer increase and consumption is stimulated along
with changes in lifestyle patterns, the dynamics of
sustainable produ::t~~ _~~t_b~ __~tre!lEthe~ed,

------.oreaKing-awiiy-Trom tlie negative projections
coming from the organic agriculture movement
and opening up more alternatives for green-food
production and consumption. Accepting the pres-
ence of other strategies in the provisioning of sus-
tainable food, next to and as an alternative to the
traditional channels of organic food supply, makes
it possible to study the strengths and weaknesses
of the different options. This chapter has identified

some of the key indicators for organizing SUch
empirical studies, as well as formulated a wider
conceptual framework to guide this research.

1 CCC refers to citizen/consumer demands. for
'convenience, comfort and cleanliness' (Shove
~~ ,

2 We follow here Goodman's (2003, 2004) pres------·-· -
entation of the main arguments around AAFNs. -_. -... --.-

3 A reply to these criticisms was presented by Van
der Ploeg and Renting (2004).

4 As it is done in the many research projects on
attitudes and value-orientations of groups of con-
sumers. See Torjusen et al. (2004).

5 For example, retailers can choose (not) to estab-
lish specific contracts with organic farmers in the __ --'-'-- _
region, or submit contracts under specific (favorable)
conditions. This can be illustrated using the case of,
for example, Brazilian supermarkets. While in some
main cities, like Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, con-
tracts are not different for organic farmers associa-
tions, in Florian6polis regional retail chains offer
specific conditions, including refrigeration for the
exposure of fresh products (Guivant, 2003).

6 'Through this perspective we agree on the need
to avoid methodological nationalism, which blinds
conventional sociology to the multidimensional
process of change that has irreversibly transformed
the very nature of the social world and the place
of states within that world' (Beck and Sznaider,
2006, p. 2).

7 http://vvvvw.nationalgrocers.orgtMarketCenter.htmllt
ConsumerSo/utions, April 2003.

8 Ibid.
9 http://www.nationalgrocers.org/

NGNaturalFoods.html
10 Willer and Yussefi (2004), p. 134.
11 SuperHiper Magazine, June 2002.
12 In particular, bird flu surfacing in Thailand, as in

other countries of Southeast Asia in 2002, caused
widespread consumer concerns about the presence
of food risks. Publicity about the presence of high
quantities of pesticides in food in supermarkets and
stalls is another cause for concern.
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